Think too fast I think

by Brian Stokes

Stream of consciousness thinking
of you
little shit, why I ought to
or three pairs of the ones on the left wing radicals are the symbols
that indicate square root beer
and a hot dog, please not now she'll be here any minute seemed like an hour Town is good for a high school play around with reality
when you're bored, for the shelf isn't nearly long enough is too much like we were last week after week, the same old thing was about this long and so high that you couldn't see the blasted top of it is so nice of you to drop by the way, have you seen them, I put them right over here we are right back where we started from, simple beginnings and it always gets so complicated

Room 219

by Darrin Fitzgerald

Sitting in Room 219 on the first of spring, cramped up in a small classroom with green painted walls, listening to a buzzing light everytime it's quiet, looking out the windows, wishing I was outside soaking and breathing up some sunshine or just relaxing under a tree with some friends, watching the girls go by.